In honor of Grammar Day, we would like to take you away to a warm, breezy summer place on the beach for a few minutes, using anagrams. An anagram is a kind of word play that results from rearranging letters of a word or group of words to produce a new word or a phrase, using all the original letters.

How many of these anagrams can you solve? Share them with your colleagues.

- a rag man [One word. Clue: What this subject is all about]
- meet sir mum [One word. Clue: Time of year]
- cab action have [Two words. Clue: Pack your bikini]
- sable lab [One word. Clue: Summer game of choice]
- dean mole [One word. Clue: Great with ice and a straw]

Answers:

- anagram
- summertime
- beach vacation
- baseball
- lemonade